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Professor Nicolson, by the time this newsletter goes to print, you will have been a featured speaker at the 5th Annual International Academy on Nutrition and Aging Symposium.

Can you share the topic of your presentation?

My presentation at the International Academy on Nutrition and Aging will be on Lipid Replacement Therapy and its use in restoring mitochondrial structure and function and decreasing fatigue in middle aged and older people. When people age, their mitochondria, the little batteries inside each and every cell, become less productive in terms of their production of high-energy molecules needed for life and metabolism. Without enough high-energy molecules our bodies will eventually run down and start to degenerate or slowly decay. One perception of this is less energy for normal daily functions or fatigue. Also, the mitochondria play an important role in maintaining the life of each cell, and when our mitochondria become damaged, this starts a process called "programmed cell death." Eventually cells will start dying, and this is the start of the end of life process.

What does the term anti-aging really mean?

Anti-aging strategies attempt to put off the end of life biochemical changes as long as possible and enhance our ability to live longer. We know that mitochondria are involved in this process, and one of the most significant events is the oxidation of vital structures with age, such as mitochondria and genetic material, specifically DNA and specific genes that regulate life processes. When these are damaged, usually by oxidation, the function of certain genes as well as the function of our energy-producing mitochondria are altered. To prevent this different strategies have been proposed, but most of these are designed to reduce the damage to vital cell structures involved in aging.

Why is Lipid Replacement Therapy so important for anti-aging?

The cell nucleus and cell mitochondria are surrounded by protective lipid-protein membranes. The lipids are actually specialized lipids that form electrical barriers in certain cellular structures, such as mitochondria, and these barriers are essential to the function of the mitochondria and their production of high-energy molecules. With aging and disease these specialized lipids are damaged, usually by oxidation, and this can decrease energy production by the mitochondria and cause damage to our DNA. Lipid Replacement Therapy is a completely natural way to use our normal food processing mechanisms to provide specialized lipids to cells in a way that
prevents the oxidation and damage of lipids as well as DNA. Using the normal cellular mechanisms of lipid replacement, the specialized lipids replace the damaged lipids and return organelles like mitochondria to their optional energy producing efficiencies. In addition, animal studies have shown that mitochondrial DNA is also protected by the specialized lipids delivered to cells and, in turn, nuclear DNA and critical genes are also protected.

You recently did a scientific study on the effects of Lipid Replacement Therapy with a Glycophospholipid-Antioxidant-Vitamin Formulation and found something very exciting relative to anti-aging. What did you find?

We found that in middle-aged as well as in aged subjects taking an oral natural lipid supplement plus vitamins and antioxidants that fatigue was reduced within one week by a mean of approximately 37%, a highly statistically significant result, in a group of 67 subjects of mean age 57.3 years with various fatigue levels. Previously we found that fatigue could be reduced to this and even greater levels, but the process took longer, approximately 4-6 weeks. With this new formulation, we found significant reductions in fatigue in just one week.

Is it possible that fatigue can really be reduced that dramatically in one week? How is that possible?

We were actually surprised that fatigue was reduced so much in just one week after taking our new lipid-vitamin-antioxidant supplement, Propax Gold with NT Factor. However, in retrospect the natural NT Factor supplement provided just the right combination of undamaged lipid nutrients along with vitamins, minerals and antioxidants (such as vitamin C and coenzyme Q10) to dramatically increase mitochondrial function and reduce fatigue.

Why do fatigue and aging seem to go hand in hand?

As we age, our mitochondria become damaged, usually by oxidation of mitochondrial membranes, and less high-energy molecules are produced. This is what causes, along with in some cases psychological causes, what we perceive as fatigue.

If people start on Lipid Replacement Therapy, are they actually reversing aging?

They can certainly prevent some of the cellular damage associated with aging and in some cases reverse this process. We have seen this in terms of mitochondrial function, where aged individuals returned their mitochondrial function to those found in 30-year olds.

It sounds too good to be true! It's almost as if you've discovered the fountain of youth!

This is not a fountain of youth, but a sensible, scientific way to prevent damaged that normally occurs with aging, and to a certain degree reverse damage that has occurred with aging.

Who should begin Lipid Replacement Therapy?

Anyone who is interested in restoring their mitochondrial function to a 30-year-old and decreasing fatigue that occurs normally with aging. Also, in essentially every chronic disease and many acute diseases excess damage occurs to cellular membranes and lipids. This may be why fatigue is the most common complaint of patients seeking general medical care in North America. Lipid Replacement Therapy is useful for all of these patients in helping them return to their pre-illness conditions.
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